
2021.10.25 Email: Oakwood Update - Yard Sale Coming Up 11/6; Lake Crews clean up 

Oakwood’s Community Yard Sale is scheduled for Saturday, 11/6. Ted Salkin, who did a great 

job for us last year, will be coordinating again this year. If you would like to help out, let us 

know by responding to this email. If you want to participate, start clearing out your attic now and 

look for the message from Ted to let him know what you have to offer. 

Lake Clean Up Progress (See pics in attachment) 

A number of our neighbors have gotten good results working on the lakebeds over the past few 

weeks. In addition to Haynes Creek being cleared from Tuckerton to the main lake across Elm 

earlier, a group tackled Turtle Island last weekend and cleared the shoreline around the island. 

Thanks to Shana Perrone, John and Gretel Asfar, Dave Wollman, and Melissa and Boyd Adams. 

They removed a whole trash bag full of beer cans and bottles. John also cut down a few of the 

stumps so they are now well below the water line. 

RD Lane, who regularly takes care of our grass cutting and leaf cleanup, is currently working on 

a few of the common areas, such as by the beach and picnic area and the coves off Cedar and 

coming in from Sherwood. The Neary’s were also out working as well as Kim Corcoran. 

Next weekends is the last with the lake down, though the water level was up a bit because of a 

surprise partial opening of Birchwood’s dam. No volunteers signed up for that weekend, so there 

won’t be any organized work crews. Lakefront residents can still get out there for a last effort. 

In the process of cleanup, a black & white kayak paddle was found. Let us know if it’s yours. 
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